We demonstrate a hybrid accelerometer that benefits from the advantages of both conventional and atomic sensors in terms of bandwidth (DC to 430 Hz) and long term stability. First, the use of a real time correction of the atom interferometer phase by the signal from the classical accelerometer enables to run it at best performances without any isolation platform. Second, a servo-lock of the DC component of the conventional sensor output signal by the atomic one realizes a hybrid sensor. This method paves the way for applications in geophysics and in inertial navigation as it overcomes the main limitation of atomic accelerometers, namely the dead times between consecutive measurements. PACS numbers: Valid PACS appear here Keywords: Atom interferometry, Inertial navigation, Gravimetry Atom interferometers have demonstrated to be both very sensitive and accurate inertial sensors, which opens wide area of applications in geophysics and inertial guidance. These possibilities are already exploited in absolute cold atom gravimetry 1 , where record sensitivities have been demonstrated 2,3 . In the mean time, developments have been conducted in order to simplify and reduce the size of such devices to be compliant with these applications 4-6 . One of the main remaining difficulties comes from the intrinsic low frequency sampling, in the order of 1 Hz, of the vibration noise in cold atom devices. This is associated to their sequential operation leading to dead times between consecutive measurements and aliasing effect of the high frequency vibration noise 7 . Different methods have been developed to overcome these difficulties. One consists in using an active or a passive isolation platform 1, 2, 8, 9 , in which the cut-off frequency is below the cycling frequency. However, these set-ups are bulky, and thus ill-suited for operation in noisy or mobile environment because of their low frequency resonances. A second method consists in increasing the cycling frequency (330 Hz has been demonstrated 10 ) but to the price of a drastic reduction in the sensitivity, which scales quadratically with the interrogation time. A last method is based on the post-correlations between simultaneous measurements from classical and atom accelerometers 8 . It enables reaching the state of the art performance in absolute gravimetry 11 , and operating an atom interferometer in a noisy environment such as a plane 12 . However, in the latter, this method leads to a reduction of the effective bandwidth, and does not solve the dead time issue. Hybridizing classical and matter-wave inertial sensors enables to overcome these limitations. In this paper, we demonstrate how such a combination between a force balanced accelerometer and an atomic gravimeter enables operating both instruments at maximum performances. The combined signal associates the a) Electronic mail: arnaud.landragin@obspm.fr large bandwidth of the mechanical sensor and the long term stability and the accuracy of the atomic sensor. We exploit the correlation between the acceleration measurements in order to real-time compensate the atomic interferometer phase fluctuations due to vibrations, and to operate this instrument at its maximum sensitivity. Furthermore, we take the full advantage of these correlations to correct for the drift of the mechanical accelerometer. In a reciprocal fashion, the specific advantages of one sensor are used to overtake the characteristic limitations of the other. This results in a hybrid sensor, which combines large bandwidth (DC to 430 Hz), and the bias stability and the accuracy of the atomic interferometer. We work with a Mach-Zehnder-like π/2−π−π/2 gravimeter relying on stimulated Raman transitions 13 . The sensor head of our instrument is described in 8 . The laser system and a typical measurement sequence are presented in 14 . A vertical laser beam and its retro-reflection on a mirror form the two counter-propagating Raman beams. These are used to coherently split, deflect, and recombine a cloud of cold 87 Rb atoms in free-fall in the gravity field. With this geometry, the atomic phaseshift at the output of the interferometer is given by 15 : △Φ=φ 1 −2φ 2 +φ 3 =− k eff gT 2 where φ i is the phase difference between the two Raman lasers, at the position of the center of mass of the wavepacket, at the time of the i-th Raman pulse. k eff is the effective wave-vector, g the acceleration of the Earth gravity, and T the freeevolution time between two consecutive pulses. Such atomic accelerometers are thus sensitive to the relative acceleration between the free-falling atoms and the retroreflecting mirror, that sets the phase reference for the Raman lasers. Residual vibrations of the latter thus induce a phase noise φ vib . Besides, the free-fall of the atoms induces a Doppler shift which requires to sweep phasecontinuously the frequency difference between the two Raman lasers to drive the two-photon transitions over the interrogation time, according to △ω(t)=△ω(0)+αt. This adds an additional contribution αT 2 to the atomic phase shift △Φ.
Atom interferometers have demonstrated to be both very sensitive and accurate inertial sensors, which opens wide area of applications in geophysics and inertial guidance. These possibilities are already exploited in absolute cold atom gravimetry 1 , where record sensitivities have been demonstrated 2, 3 . In the mean time, developments have been conducted in order to simplify and reduce the size of such devices to be compliant with these applications [4] [5] [6] . One of the main remaining difficulties comes from the intrinsic low frequency sampling, in the order of 1 Hz, of the vibration noise in cold atom devices. This is associated to their sequential operation leading to dead times between consecutive measurements and aliasing effect of the high frequency vibration noise 7 . Different methods have been developed to overcome these difficulties. One consists in using an active or a passive isolation platform 1, 2, 8, 9 , in which the cut-off frequency is below the cycling frequency. However, these set-ups are bulky, and thus ill-suited for operation in noisy or mobile environment because of their low frequency resonances. A second method consists in increasing the cycling frequency (330 Hz has been demonstrated 10 ) but to the price of a drastic reduction in the sensitivity, which scales quadratically with the interrogation time. A last method is based on the post-correlations between simultaneous measurements from classical and atom accelerometers 8 . It enables reaching the state of the art performance in absolute gravimetry 11 , and operating an atom interferometer in a noisy environment such as a plane 12 . However, in the latter, this method leads to a reduction of the effective bandwidth, and does not solve the dead time issue. Hybridizing classical and matter-wave inertial sensors enables to overcome these limitations. In this paper, we demonstrate how such a combination between a force balanced accelerometer and an atomic gravimeter enables operating both instruments at maximum performances. The combined signal associates the a) Electronic mail: arnaud.landragin@obspm.fr large bandwidth of the mechanical sensor and the long term stability and the accuracy of the atomic sensor. We exploit the correlation between the acceleration measurements in order to real-time compensate the atomic interferometer phase fluctuations due to vibrations, and to operate this instrument at its maximum sensitivity. Furthermore, we take the full advantage of these correlations to correct for the drift of the mechanical accelerometer. In a reciprocal fashion, the specific advantages of one sensor are used to overtake the characteristic limitations of the other. This results in a hybrid sensor, which combines large bandwidth (DC to 430 Hz), and the bias stability and the accuracy of the atomic interferometer. We work with a Mach-Zehnder-like π/2−π−π/2 gravimeter relying on stimulated Raman transitions 13 . The sensor head of our instrument is described in 8 . The laser system and a typical measurement sequence are presented in 14 . A vertical laser beam and its retro-reflection on a mirror form the two counter-propagating Raman beams. These are used to coherently split, deflect, and recombine a cloud of cold 87 Rb atoms in free-fall in the gravity field. With this geometry, the atomic phaseshift at the output of the interferometer is given by 15 :
2 where φ i is the phase difference between the two Raman lasers, at the position of the center of mass of the wavepacket, at the time of the i-th Raman pulse. k eff is the effective wave-vector, g the acceleration of the Earth gravity, and T the freeevolution time between two consecutive pulses. Such atomic accelerometers are thus sensitive to the relative acceleration between the free-falling atoms and the retroreflecting mirror, that sets the phase reference for the Raman lasers. Residual vibrations of the latter thus induce a phase noise φ vib . Besides, the free-fall of the atoms induces a Doppler shift which requires to sweep phasecontinuously the frequency difference between the two Raman lasers to drive the two-photon transitions over the interrogation time, according to △ω(t)=△ω(0)+αt. This adds an additional contribution αT 2 to the atomic phase shift △Φ.
Our observable is the transition probability P. This quantity, which is derived from the measurement of the populations N i in the two output ports of the interferometer, gives access to the phase:
where A is the offset of the interferogram, C the contrast and φ 0 an additional controlled phase shift, which we set to π/2 to operate at mid fringe, where sensitivity to phase fluctuations is maximal. The determination of the frequency chirp α 0 that allows for an exact compensation of the Doppler shift, such as α 0 = k eff g (central fringe), gives then access to g 1 . The high sensitivity of cold-atom interferometers is such, that typical urban vibrations induce atomic phase shifts that are often greater than π. This scatters the measurement points away from midfringe over several interference fringes. This ambiguity in the fringe number can be lifted using an additional measurement with a conventional sensor, using for instance the post-correlation technique 16 . In the latter case however, the short term sensitivity of the measurement is not optimal, as measurement performed at the top and bottom of the fringes have low sensitivity to phase fluctuations.
By contrast, in our method, which also exploits such a correlation, we pre-compensate vibrations atomic induced phase fluctuations on the phase difference of the Raman lasers before the wavepackets are recombined, in a so-called real-time way. This keeps the interferometer operating at mid fringe. In our work, the classical sensor is a mechanical accelerometer 17 . It is fixed to the retroreflecting mirror. After being amplified by a low-noise pre-amplifier (LNA), its signal is sampled by an analogto-digital converter (ADC). The LNA also features adjustable high-pass and low-pass filters, which can be used to remove the DC-component of the accelerometer, and add an extra anti-aliasing filter. A FPGA-based calculator weights the digitized conventional acceleration signal by the time-domain transfer function of the gravimeter 18 , which provides an estimate φ ′ vib of φ vib . Finally, this phase offset φ ′ vib is substracted to the interferometer phase by controlling with the FPGA the phase register of a direct digital synthesis device (DDS) that generates the frequency chirp α. The use of digital electronics enables to keep a record of the correction that has been applied on the optical phase difference.
At each cycle, a TTL signal is delivered before the first Raman pulse by the gravimeter control system to our real-time compensation module (Fig. 1) . This triggers the frequency chirp and sets the phase of the DDS output signal back to a nominal value. It synchronizes the acquisition of the conventional accelerometer signal by the ADC with the time sequence of the interferometer. In order to compensate for the phase lag featured by the transfer function of the accelerometer and additional contributions of the electronics, we introduce a pure time delay δt 1 = 1.2 ms in the application of the sensitiv- ity function 16 . During the interferometer, the digitized classical acceleration values are weighted in the FPGA processor by the triangle shaped transfer function of the interferometer. About δt 2 = 400 µs before the third Raman pulse, the FPGA processor ends up the calculation of the phase shift. The resulting phase correction value is then written onto the phase register of the DDS. In practice, φ vib ' slightly differs from φ vib due to the nonperfect correlations and the truncation of the triangle that amounts to 1.6 ms, discarding part of the information. Fig . 2 displays the benefit of our real-time compensation (RTC) method on the dynamics of the atomic measurement. It was performed day time in the center of Paris city, with a bandpass filter which cut-off frequencies f lp = 0.03 Hz and f hp = 10 kHz, 2T = 117 ms and the cycling time is T c = 500 ms. The red dots represent the calculated phase shifts φ vib ' of standard deviation σ vib ' = 3.3 rad that the ground vibrations should have induced on the atomic phase without any correction. The black dots stand for the residual atomic phase fluctuations with the RTC (σ res = 57 mrad). This residue is enlarged on Fig. 2(b) . The contribution to the interferometer phase of the discarded end of the signal was calculated to remain negligible, of standard deviation on the order of 2 mrad. Nevertheless, the interferometer phase can in principle be corrected from this contribution a posteriori if necessary. Fig. 3 shows the Allan standard deviation of the measurement of g delivered by our gravimeter with the RTC technique. The mean atomic phase is modulated through the RTC module to measure alternatively on the right and on the left of the central fringe so as to reject detection fluctuations 11 . We associate to our measurement a short-term sensitivity of 6.5 × 10 −7 m.s −2 at one second measurement time. The sensitivity improves up to 300 s to reach a level of 3 × 10 −8 m.s −2 . Compared to the level of ground vibration noise, we find a rejection efficiency of about 60. This performance is a factor of 3 above the limit arising from detection noise. To take full benefit of the correlation, we perform a complete hybridation of the two sensors by tying the DC component of the accelerometer signal to the gravity changes measured by the atom gravimeter. Indeed, the DC component for most conventional accelerometers suffers from drift and temperature dependence which degrades the long term stability of the acceleration measurement. We use the measurement protocol described above to detect fluctuations of the mean atomic phase caused by drifts of the conventional sensor. From the successive values of P , we derive voltage corrections that we add to the signal of the auxiliary sensor output sig- nal. This realizes an integrator loop that servo locks its DC component onto a value that corresponds to the measurement made with the atom interferometer. This hybridizes the matter-wave and classical sensors, supplying a continuous measurement of the acceleration being regularly calibrated by the absolute acceleration provided by the atom interferometer. Fig. 4 shows the Allan standard deviation of the hybrid acceleration signal, acquired by a separate acquisition unit. For this demonstration, the sensor is placed on a passive isolation platform. We compare the free-running evolution of the accelerometer signal in an open-loop configuration (in blue), with the hybrid signal (in red), eventually corrected from the Earth's tides (in black). The time constant of the integrator loop has been chosen to be about 10 s, where the sensitivities of both sensors are similar under our specific experimental conditions. For short integration time, the stability of the acceleration measurement improves in τ −1 as we average the high frequency vibrations without dead time. At long integration time, the stability improves in τ −1/2 with a sensitivity corresponding to the one of the atomic sensor when corrected from vibrations. The small bump in the stability of the hybrid sensor at 10 s is due to the servolock time constant. The resulting hybrid sensor features strong analogies with atomic clocks. A macroscopic device based on a classical technology is used to probe an absolute atomic reference. Then, the absolute measurement is used to servo the output signal of the local sensor, providing a continuous accurate and stable signal. The short-term stability of the hybrid sensor is determined by the self-noise of the conventional sensor. The long-term stability is set by the measurement of the atomic mean phase provided by the interferometer.
Even if we use conventional analog electronics sub-ject to temperature fluctuations, the servo-lock on the gravimeter response makes the hybrid sensor signal offset follow the temporal variations of g due to luni-solar tides. Fig. 5 shows the monitoring of the mean hybrid acceleration over 6 days. We demonstrate a good agreement of the hybrid signal with the results given by the tidal model. In conclusion, we have demonstrated the interest of hybridizing a conventional and an atomic sensor. By using the signal of a classical accelerometer to compensate in real time the phase shift of the atom interferometer, we demonstrate that the atomic accelerometer runs at best performances without any isolation platform. In a second step, the signal of the atomic sensor is used to servo-lock the output of the conventional sensor in order to suppress its drifts and to follow gravity changes, which enables to exploit a classical accelerometer in a fluctuating thermal environment. This hybrid sensor combines the advantages of both sensors, providing a continuous and broadband (DC to 430 Hz) signal that benefits from the long term stability and accuracy of the atomic sensor.
These features, which make it appealing for geoscience (sismology and gravimetry), are especially of major relevance in inertial navigation. Indeed, the high frequency variation of the acceleration is the signal of interest for the calculation of the trajectory of the carrier. The loss of information from dead times is then a major limitation, which we overcome with our method. We determine that the residual bias corresponding to the accuracy of our atomic gravimeter is then the most significant contribution to the uncertainty in position. A bias of 5 × 10 −8 m.s −2 leads to an error of 5 m after 4h of navigation. After a calibration stage to remove the acceleration offset, our hybrid accelerometer would allow to reach an error of less than 1 m after 4 h of navigation.
In addition, these methods can be extended to large range of acceleration by adjusting in real time not only the phase but also the difference of frequencies of the Raman lasers for a compensation of the doppler effect. Moreover, following the work presented in 16 , the servolock of the scaling factor of the conventional sensor can also be realized. Finally, the method developed here is general and can be extended to other type of sensors such as gyroscopes 19, 20 or gradiometers 21, 22 .
